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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

NUMERICAL MODELING OF GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION

The effectiveness of numerical models in simulating flow and
behavior of contaminants in porous media has not previously been
tested for complex boundary conditions encountered in most field
problems.

This study was undertaken to determin e the effectiveness

of a model describing movement of contaminants in a shallow, unconfined aquifer .

The aquifer selected for use in this study is

located in the Denver Basin.
The numerical model used in this study consists of a finite
difference form of the two dimensional flow equation and a solution
of the convective dispersion equation by the method of characteristics.
The equations were solved using the CDC 6400 computer at Colorado
State Univers i ty.
The stqdy established that this numerical model is effective
in an applicatLon to a fielq problem with cer t ain limitations.

These

limitations , their effects on the validity of the solution , and the
behavior of the flow situation in the field as interpreted from model
results are discussed.
Catherine Eileen Kraeger
Civil Engineering Department
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521
June, 1972
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years groundwater has become recognized as an
important natural resourc e o Rapid expansion of population and ind u stry in many areas has lead to extensive use of groundwater as a
sourc e of water supplyo

At the same time , improper disposal of

pollutants has resulted in num erou s incidences of groundwater contaminationo

Con flicts ar i sing among users of groundwater for dif-

fere n t pu rposes have brought abou t a need for a reliable means of
modelin g the behavior of contaminants in groundwater aquifers.
The partial differential equation governing flow in porous media
is fairly s imple , as is the equ at i on describ ing the behavior of contaminants in grou ndwater flowo

However, the solution techniques

for each of these equ ations are qu ite complex, making it possible to
obta i n analytical solu tions only for idealized flow situations with
simplified boundary conditions, which are inadequate for describing
the complicated conditions encountered in the field.
At present the most effective means of describing flow and
behavior of contaminants in porous media for complex boundary
conditions is through the use of numerical models, solved with the
aid of the digital computer.

The purpose of this study was to deter-

mine the effectiveness of one model in tracing the movement of a
contaminant miscible with the native groundwater in a shallow,

2

unconfined aquifer .

The model used in this study is obtained by

applying the finite difference techniqu e to the flow equation and the
method of character i stics to the dispers i on equ ation.

Location and Descripti on of Study Area
T,he study area is located northeast of Denver, Colorado, as
shown i n Fig u re 1- 1.

The a r ea is u nderlain b y valley fill deposits

ranging from zero to s ixty fee t in saturated thickness,

Groundwater

from these deposits i s u sed f o r ir rigati on and domestic p u rposes.
From 1943 to September 1955 wastes from chemical processe 9
were d i scharged into reservoir A as shown in F i gure 1- 1.

Con-

taminants known to have been present i n the wastewater included
chlorides , chlorates , 2 , 4 - D (a herb icide), salts of phosphoric acid,
fluorides and arseni c .

The bed o f the reservoir was permeable and

the wastewater per c olated read ily into th e shallow aqu ifer.
spring of 1954 crop damage was report e d nea r Derby.

1
complaints from othe r n earby a r eas f ollowed •

In the

Similar

Use of the u nlined

waste disposal pond was reportedly dis c onti n u ed i n 1955 .

Since

that time all industrial wastes have bee n d i sc h arged into Reservo i r

1

Petri , L. R . , "The Movement of Saline Ground Water in the Vicinity
of Derby , Colorado ", Pro c eedin ~s of the 1961 Symposium on
Ground Water Con taminat i on, Techni cal Report W6 l - 5, Robert
A. Taft Sanitary Eng ineer ing Center, U n ited States Department
of Health, Edu cation, and Welfare , April 5-7, 1969, page 120.

3

F as shown in Figure 1 - 1.

Reservoir F was lined with asphalt in 19 55

2
to prevent leakage of contaminants into the groundwater reservoir •
In 19 55 and 19 56 a study was condu cted by Petri and Smith ( 4)
to identify the manner in which the body of contaminated water moved
throughout the area.

Hydrogeologic data from Petri and Smith's

study along w i th data taken from Smith, Schne i der and Petri (7) was
used as input to the finite differend e model.

Results of Petri and

Smith's stu dy included maps of chlor i de concentration which provided
a comparison for results obtained with the finite difference model.

2

Walton, Graham, "Public Health Aspects of the Contamination of
Ground Water in the Vicinity o f Derby , Colorado", Proceedings
of the 1961 Symposium on Ground Water Contamination,
Technical Report W61 - 5, Robert A. Taft Sani tary Engineering
Center, United States Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, April 5-7, 1969, page 121.
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Figure 1-1.

Map of study area

NUMER!ICAL MODEL - DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONS

A computer simulator was developed by Reddell in 1968 to
model the behavior of two miscible fluids under transient flow conditions in a confined aquifer (6).

The model was written to accomo-

date two-dimensional flow in a vertical plane.

An implicit, centered-

in- space finite difference scheme was used to represent the equations
describing the flow phenomena.

The method of characteristics was

used to model the movement of the contaminants.

This simulator

was applied to several problems for which analytical solutions exist.
Boundary conditions for these problems included uniform porosities
and permeabiliti~s, uniform saturated thicknesses, and linear
boundaries.

Solutions obtained from the model compared well with

analytical results, indicating that the method used was a valid means
of modeling groundwater flow situations, at least for simple cases.
Pinder and Cooper ( 5) used the method of characteristics to
solve the solute transport equation and the alternating direction
iterative procedure to solve the groundwater flow equation.

This ap-

proach was applied to one-dimensional and two-dimensional transient
flow problems, including a saltwater intrusion problem in a coastal
aquifer.

Results obtained using this approach agreed well with

analytical solutions , indicating that it could be used as a valid method
for simulating movements of contaminants in groundwater flow problems;

6

Description of Numerical Model
The study area was represented by a system of two hundred
forty square grids, each having an area of 0. 25 square miles.
Theoretically, a larger numer of smaller grids would have yielded
more definitive results.

However, the grid size used was determined

to be appropriate for the amount of the available data.

The location

of the grid system superimposed on the study area is shown in
Figure 2- I.

A

flowchart and a listing of the computer program

used in this study are presented in Appendix C.

Equations Used in the Model
Velocity Equation.

The equation for determining flow velocity

in groundwater for steady- state conditions is given in tensor notation
as:
= k

y oh

f. µ

ax f.

where
k = permeability

y = specific weight of water
µ

=- dynamic

viscosity of water

h = water table elevation
x = spatial distance
V = Darcy's velocity
f. = direction indicator

(2-1)

I
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Map of study area with grid system superimposed
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The two horizontal components of velocity were determined for
each grid in the model using a finite difference form of equation 2-1.
The grid system was oriented in such manner that the principal
directions of flow in the area were in the same direction as the
positive X and Y axes of the grid system.

The reason £or this was

to make the technique used to obtain velocity components in each grid
as consistent as possible throughout the model.
A typical grid and its four adjacent grids are shown in Figure
2-2.

The velocity components £or grid (i, j) are not located at the

grid center but at the interface of the grid with the one immediately
upgradient in each direction as shown.

i- 1, j

V

Ivy .
t,

X.

1,

i, j- 1

j

i, j

J

i, j+ 1

it 1, j

Figure 2,..2,

Representative grid showing velocity components

9

The finite difference equations for determining the velocity
components in grid (i, j) are

V

V

2k. . k. . l
h. . l - h. .
= __1___,_1____1 ,.....J....-_ y l' J l' J
x. .
k .. + k .. l µ
.6x
l,J
l,J1, J

y ..
l' J

=

2k . . k. l
1., ]

k ..
1, J

1-

+ k.

1-

.

J y

'

l

'

h. l
1-

. µ
J

Equation for Concentration.

(2-2a)

. - h ..

'J

t',

,6x

J

The equation describing the

movement of contaminants is given in tensor notation as:

ac = _a_

at

ax.

(D

l

i, j

ac ) v ac
i ox.
l
J

(2- 3)

ax.

where
C = concentration
t = time
D = coefficient of dispersion and molecular diffusion.
The first term on the right' hand side of equation 2- 3 describes
the movement of a contaminant due to dispersion ' and mole<;:ular diffusion.

The second term on the right hand side of the equation

describes contaminant movement due to velocity convection.
both terms were taken into account.

Initially

However, results of pilot runs

showed that, for the flow situation being considered in this study,
the velocity convection term was several orders of magnitude larger

10

than the <lisper sion and molecular diffusion term.

The first term of

equation 2-3 was therefore dropped, resulting in:
aC

at

+V

i

aC _ O

(2-4)

ax t.

The solution of this equation by conventional finite difference
methods has proven difficult, resulting in either

artificial dis-

persion from the numerical process or an unstable solution.

Since

Reddell (6) successfully used the method of characteristics in
obtaining a solution to equation 2-4, it was used in this study,
The characteristic curves for equation 2 .- 4 are:
C = C( t)

(2- 5)

These curves are the solutions to the ordi nary differential
equations

dt

dt

de
d t - f ( x 1 , x2 , t)

(2-6)

The basis of the method of characteristics is that given
solutions to equation 2-6, a solution for equation 2 - 4 may be obtained
by following the characteristic curves.

This requirement was

achieved by assigning a set of moving points to the grid system.

Four

equally spaced points were placed in each grid and as signed the
initial concentration in that grid.

Based on its position within a grid,

each point was also as signed velocity components obtained by linear

11

interpolation between the velocity components at the grid interface.
Using these velocity components the point was then relocated to its
position at the next time level using the finite difference forms:
Xt + .6t V
n
xn
Yt + .6t V
n
yn

(2- 7)

where
n

denotes the nth point of the array

t

old time level

t+ 1

new time level

.6t

time increment

V ,V
X

y

point velocity components.

Several typical grids, showing points in their original positions
with vectors to their locations at the next time level are illustrated
in Figure 2 - 3.

--/ I
Figure 2- 3.

·.----..:1-

---------

Representative grid showing point relocation scheme
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After the points had been relocated, new concentrations were
calculated for each grid as the average of the point concentrations
within its boundaries at the new time level.

The points were then

assigned the new gr i.d concentration and new velocity components
and were again relocated.

By repeating this process over a number

of time steps, concentration distributions were obtained for various
times after i nitial conditions were specified.

In order to alleviate

the problem of depleting the supply of points at the inflow boundary
of the model and at locations of divergence in the flownet, points
were reset at their original locations after each ninth time step.

This

did not affect the grid concentrations, since they were held constant
while the points were reinitialized .
The numerical model described above consisted of a computer
program written in Fortran IV for use with the CDC 6400 computer
at Colorado State Uni versity .

A description of the program and its

subroutines is given in Appendix C along with a flowchart and a
program listing.

Adaptation of Data for Modeling
The following assumptions and simplifications were made for
the purpose of presenting the data describing the character i stics of
the study area in a form suitable for use with the finite difference
model.

RESULTS

The validity of the model was confirmed by obtaining a concentration distribution for an ideal flow situation using the model, and
comparing this distribution to the analytical solu tion for that flow
situation.

The model was then applied to the field situati on described

in previous chapters, and the model results were compared to field
measurements.

After obtaining the concentration distribution which

most closely resembled the distribution obtained from field measurements, an analysis was made of the discrepancies between model
results and field measurements.

This required an analysis of errors.

Comparison of Results with Analytic al Solution
The validity of the model was verified using a one-dimensional,
steady- state flow situation with constant input of contamin ants along
a line source at the inflow boundary of the model.
uniform throughout the model.

Permeability was

The water table elevations were as-

signed to give a constant gradient in the X-direct i on and zero gra dient in the Y-direction .

The res u lti ng flow situation was one-

dimensional in the X - direction with constant velo c i ty throughout.
The analytical solu tion of equation 2-3
given by:

for this flow s i tuation is

13

Based on available data, the flow of groundwater in the study
area was assumed to be in a steady state.
to be extremely advantageous.

This assumption proved

Since the water table is the result of

effects of all contributions or depletions to the groundwater supply,
a steady state water table indicates that all sources and sinks,
evapotranspiration, precipitation and possible interflow with another
formation were in equilibrium.

While the behavior of any one of

these influences was not known, the total effect of all of them on the
behavior of the groundwater reservoir was accounted for in the water
table map.

Thus, knowledge of the amount of precipitation, pumping

from wells, evapotranspiration, and contribution from surface water,
including the amount of water introduced through the waste disposal
pond was not necessary.

Hence _the waste disposal pond was treated

as a source of chloride concentration, but not as a source of water
to the grou ndwater reservoir.
Permeabilities were obtained using the flownet as described in
Appendix B.

The grid system for the model was oriented so that two

sides of the model lay nearly parallel to the primary direction of
flow.

In order to simplify the process of monitoring the flow across

the boundaries of the model, it was decided to eliminate all flow
across the two side boundaries.

This was easily accomplished by

interpreting two streamlines near the side boundaries as impermeable
barriers.

Since mathematically streamlines and impermeable

14

barriers are treated identically, this interpretation was valid and did
not alter the behavior of the model.

Grids through which these two

streamlines passed and all grids exterior to these were assigned
permeability values of zero.
The model used in this study was developed for two-dimensional
flow in the horizontal plane, although velocity components in the
vertical direction were known to exist.

The reason for using a two-

dimensional model versus a three - dimensional model was to reduce
computer time required to obtain solutions~

The effects of vertical

velocity components on the accuracy of the solution obtained from a
two-dimensional horizontal model become significant only in the
vicinity of wells and in locations where either the bedrock surfaces or
the water table slopes are very steep.

The flow from wells in this

study area are relatively small , so that areas surrounding the well
where vertical velocities become s i gni ficant are too small to be accounted for by the system of grids used in this study.

Both the water

table and bedrock contours are smooth and well-behaved.

The value

of the slopes in all locations of the study area are small, so that the
errors introduced by neglecting vertical velocities are small.

It

was therefore concluded that all vertical velocity components could
be neglected and the flow field be considered as two-dimensional
without significant decrease in the validity of the model.
Due primarily to insufficient data, density and viscosity of the
groundwater were taken as constants throughout the study area.

15

Since the compos i'tion and concentration of the contaminated water
were unknown, its properties could not be accurately determined.

'

Petri and Smith ( 4) gave adequate information only on chloride concentration distributions, for which most of the concentrations did
not exceed 3000 parts per million.

The assumption was made that

chlorides accounted for the major part of the contaminants and that
the effects on density and viscosity of the other constituents could be
neglected.

The relatively low salt concentrations being dealt with

were not sufficient to change the properties of fresh water appreciably.
Hence values of density and viscosity for fresh water were used
throughout the area.

Effects of seasonal temperature fluctuations on

the properties of the groundwater were neglected. In most locations
the water table is a sufficient distance below the ground surface to
be insulated from the influence of atmospheric temperature fluctuations
and the freezing of the ground in winter.

DATA USED

For each grid a single value of each of the following parameters
was read in as input data : permeability, porosity, water table elevation, and bedrock elevation.

Values for chloride concentration in

each grid were also used, not as 1.nput to the model, but as a basis
of comparison with res u lts obta ined with the model.

Water Table Elevations
Elevations of the water table at locations throughout the study
area were measured by Petri and Smith (4) at various times during
their study in 19 55 and 19 56.

Fluctuations in the water table were

found to be insignificant for this period throughout the study area,
indicating near- steady-state flow condit i ons.

Water table elevations

measured in 1964 were obtained from Smi th, Schneider, and Petri
(7).

These values compared well w i th Petr i and Smith's data,

further indicati ng steady - state flow conditions.

Using both sets of

data, water table contou rs were constructed for the study area.
map of these water table contours i s shown in F i gure 3-1.

A

The

water table elevation for each gr i d was taken as the average value
from the contour map within the boundaries of the grid.

These

values are tabulated in Appendix A in the form in which they served
as input data to the model.

17
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Bedrock Elevations
Using data from Petri and Smith's study ( 4) and Smith,
Schneider and Petri (7), a contour map of bedrock elevations was
constructed in a manner similar to the construction of the water table
contour map.

This map is shown in Figure 3-2.

The average value

from the contour map for the area within each grid was taken as the
bedrock elevation for that grid.

Values for bedrock elevation are

given in the form of input data for the model in Appendix A.

For the

purposes of this study it was assumed that there was no inter flow
between bedrock and alluvium .

Permeability and Porosity
Information on both these parameters was inadequate,

Velocity

at any location is directly proportional to permeability and inversely
proportional to poros i ty.

If a valid representation of the flow situa-

tion in the study, area is to be obtained, accurate values of permeability and porosity should be defined for each grid.
Relative transmissibilities were obtained using a graphical
procedure applied to a flownet constructed from the water table contour map.

A detailed description of this procedure and the resulting

map of relative transmis sibilities are given in Appendix B.

Relative

transmissibilities for each grid were converted to absolute permeabilities using density and viscosity of the water, saturated thickness
in each grid, and a conversion factor relating a measured value of

19
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hydraulic conductivity to the relative transmissibility in one grid.
Permeability values for each grid are tabulated in the form of input
data for the model in Appendix A.
No method was available for obtaining porosities throughout
the area.

Therefore, porosity was assumed constant for all grids.

This assumption is not too criti cal, since the porosity for the alluvial
material being considered ordinarily does not vary greatly with
location.
Both the porosity and the reference hydraulic conductivity used
in the conversion of transmissibilities to permeabilities are constants which are used in the same manner for every grid in the model.
Hence the adjustment of either or both these constants does not alter
the velocity pattern predicted by the model but acts as a time scaling
mechanism for the model as a whole.

By adjusting either the ref-

erence hydraulic conductivity, the porosity, or both, model time
could be made to correspond to real t ime.

After several trial runs

with the numerical model, a hydraulic conductivity of 8 500 gpd/ft2
in Section 22 and a porosity of 2 3o/o in Section 16 of the study area
were selected for use in final runs .

For comparison, Petri and

Smith (4) obtained a permeability of 8500 gpd/ft
a porosity of 32% in Section 16.

2

in Section 22 , and

21

Concen tration
The following i n formation regardin g the nature and behavior of
the contaminants was obta i ned from Petri a n d Smi th ( 4) and Petri ( 3).
The source of the contamination was determi n ed to be a waste disposal pond located near the center of Section 36 of the study area.
pond was reportedly used from 1943 to September 1955.

The

Although

the ex act compos iti on and concentrati on of th e w astes discharged into
this pond is n ot k n own, it has been determ i ned that the waste water
conta i ned substantial amounts of c hlorides.

Chloride i on concen -

tration distribut i ons were measured and presented in the form of
contour maps for September - October 1955, November 1955, March
1956 , and June, 1956.
3 - 3.

The map for June 1956 is shown in Figure

The remaining three maps are g iven in Appendix A.

These

maps were u seful for compar i son w i th concentration distributions
obtain ed from the fin ite differenc e model.

It w as indicated that the

background concentration in most locat i ons throu ghou t the area was
less than 100 ppm.
Data from unpublis h ed anonymous sou r c es ( 1) , (2) were available for chloride conc entrations at var i ou s locations throughout the
area from 1960 to 1970.

These data we r e not extensive enough to be

used for constructing concentration distributi on maps.

However,

they were u seful for gaining knowledge of the behav i or of concentra tion with time for comparison with res u lts obtain ed from the model.
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C
l
x-vt
l
vx
x+vt
Co= 2 erfc 2 ~ + 2 exp (Di.) erfc 2yDi. t

( 4- l)

where
= concentration at any location

C
C

0

= concentratio.n at source

X

= distance in direction of flow

V

= flow velocity in X-direction

t

= time

Di. = longitudinal dispersion coefficient.

Using the model, a concentration distribution was obtained at
t = 4.32 x 10

6

D = 2. 062 x 10

seconds, withv = 8.219 x 10

-6

2

ft /sec.

-4

ft/sec, and

Using the same values fort, v, and Di.'

equation 4-1 was solved for several values of x.

Plots of C/C

0

versus x for both the numerical solution and the analytical solution
are shown in Figure 4 - 1.
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Figure 4-1.

Comparison of analytical solution for one-dimensional
flow situation with solution from model.
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A n aly s is of th e results shown in F igur e 4-1 determined that
the procedure for relocating concentration points is valid.
analytical solution i n d ic ates that th e loc a ti on at which C/C

The
0

is 0. 5

i s at all times a d i stance from the contaminant source equal to the
product of the veloc i ty and the elapsed time.

The numerical solution

satisfies thi s c o n dit i on as indicated by its intersection with the
analytic al solution a t a C/C

0

value of approximately O. 5.

This was

found to be true n ot only at the pa rticular t ime for which the concentration distribu tio n is shown i n Figure 4- 1, but at all times
throughout the r un.
The nu merical model yielded relative concentration values
which decreased gradually with increasing distance from the contaminant sourc e , while the a n aly tic al solution produced a much more
abrupt decrease in relat ive conc entration valu es over a comparatively short dista nc e .

This discrepancy was caused by the artificial

d i spers i on inheren t in the method of characteristics.

Reddell ( 6)

performed a comparison of an analy t i cal solution to a numerical
solution s imila r to thi s on e a n d obta i n ed results which matched
closely.

The grids u sed in Reddell ' s model were only a few centi-

meters in length , so that the distances over which artificial dispersion
took place were of the same order of magnitu de as the distances over
which physical dispersion occurred.

Hence the effects of artificial

dispersion were part i ally absorbed by physical d i spersion and the
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solution was not s i gnificantly affected .

In th i s study, however , the

grids used were one thousand feet in length , so that the range of
distances affected by artificial dispersion w a s several orders of
magnitude larger than the range over which physical dispersion occurred.

Since artificial dispersion could not be absorbed by physi-

cal dispersion, its effect on the numerically obtain ed concentrati on
distribu tion was significant.

Thus , for cases i n which relatively

large grid sizes are u sed , the effe c ts of artificial dispersion present
a serious shortcoming in the use of the method of characteristics in
this application.

However, it has been observed that these effects

are somewhat damped out in cases where changes in the flow patterns
are gradual or flow is steady- state, and runs are made over a large
number of time increments.

Sin ce the flow pattern in the field

problem being cons i dered in this study is assumed to be steadystate, it was conclu ded that the model is capable of producing a valid
representation of this field s i tuation.
Comparison of Res u lts with Field Data
For all computer runs, initial conditions were set to correspond to field conditions in 1943 when the use of the waste disposal
pond began.

Since the chloride concentration in the pond was unknown,

the basis for comparison of model results with field data was not
absolute concentration, but rather the overall pattern of the concentration distr ibution and its behavior w i th t ime.
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It was assumed that from 1943 to 1955 the pond was in constant
use.

A run was made for a model time of twelve years with a con-

stant concentration of 1. 0 in the grid containing the pond.

Results

of this run should have been similar to the concentration distributions
measured by Petri and Smith (4) for 1955-1956.

The concentration

distribution map from this run is given in Figure 4-2.

Comparison

indicated that the model results were quite similar to the measured
distributions.

Of particular interest was the behavior of the con-

contaminants in a narrow band extending northward along the borders
of Sections 15 and 16 and Sections 9 and 10 of the study area.

Petri

and Smith's measurements ( 4) indicated rapid movement of highly
contaminated water through this band.

Results from the model also

showed high concentrations in this area.

Another region of interest

was the area in Section 14 where concentrations were unusually low.
Although the position of this region was shifted slightly in results
from the model, its size, shape, and relatively low concentration
were quite similar to the field situation.
Discrepancies may have been caused by discretizing and
linear averaging between grid centers for the construction of the
contour map, or lack of reliable data, particularly for permeabilities.
However, the similarities between the distribution obtained from the
model and the distribution from field measurements indicated that
the model was effective in simulating this particular flow situation.
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Comparisons of concentration distributions obtai,ned from the
model for times after 1956 were difficult to evaluate since information regarding the behavior of the waste disposal pond was unavailable, and concentration data were inadequate.

However, it was

possible to determine the effectiveness of the model as well as to
deduce information concerning the behavior of the contaminant source
by comparing concentrations over a period of time in one grid of the
model with measured concentrations from a well in the corresponding
location of the study area.

The well selected for the purpose was

located at 2-67-9 daac (U.S. Bureau of Land Management notation).
The grid in the model corresponding to the location of this well was
(8, 12).

Well measurements on concentration were made from 1960

to 1970 by anonymous (1).
Three runs were made to obtain concentration distributions
after 1955.

The first twelve years of each of these runs was identical

to the initial run which was described above.

At the twelve-year

point, the concentration of the grid containing the pond was assigned
a new value and the run continued using this new source concentration.
Results of these three runs are given in Figure 4-3 along with
measured concentrations from the well.
For the first run, the concentration of the source was assigned
a value of zero at twelve years.

Had the asphalt lining in pond F

been completely effective in preventing contamination of the groundwater, and had pond A ceased to contaminate the aquifer as soon as
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its use was discontinued, this run should have correctly modeled
the observed behavior.

Results of this run for grid (8, 12), shown

in Figure 4,..3, .indicated that all contaminants from the waste disposal ponds should have left the study area by 1960.

Field measure ...

ments show a considerable amount of chloride concentration re ..
maining in the area after 1960, indicating that contamination from
the ponds did not cease in 1955.

There are several possible

reasons for this.

Symbol;
o numerical result for C/ C 0 = 1 in source grid
• numerical result for C/C 0 =0. 5 in source
grid
• numer i cal result for C/C 0 =0. 0 in source
grid
+ field measurements
1000

.25
C

co.

Cppm

15

500

. 10
, 05
1955
Figure 4- 3.

1960

1965

1970

Chloride concentrations and relative chloride
concentrations for gr i d (8, 12)

A large amount of contaminated water may have remained in
and below the pond, above the water table, after the use of the pond
was discontinued.

The continued leaching of this body of water into
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the ground water reservoir would have continued to cause contamination after 1955.

Another possible reason for the continued con-

tamination is that the c on centration of salts i n and near Pond A may
have been high enough so that some of the salts precipitated out of
solution and remained stored in the soil for as long as the concentrati on remained high enough to main tain a saturated solution.
After use of the pond was discontinu ed, fresh water from precipitation or some other source of surface recharge redissolved these
salts and transported them into the groundwater reservoir where they
continued to cause contamination.
A break in the asphalt liner of Pond F caused by aging, faulty
placement or chemical action of some of the wastes in the pond, may
have caused the pond to leak, thus continuing the contamination of
the groundwater.
In order to model a poss ible source of contamination from one
of the causes mentioned above , a run was made with the source concentration set at O. 5 after 12 years .
run are given in Figure 4-3.

Res u lts for grid (8, 12) for this

After 1955 the concentration declined

until about 1965, at which time it approached a quasi- steady- state
condition, due to the fact that when the concentration in the permeable
zone near the river reached a certain level, the river carried off as
much contaminant as the waste disposal pond supplied.

Field

measurements indicated a yearly decline in the concentration after
1965 ; indicating that the model was incorrect.

Rather than
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remaining constant as was modeled, the source was becoming less
concentrated as time passed.

The field data also indicated an ir -

regular nature i n the sou rce of contam inat i on , b y the fluct u ations m
the field data.

This may have been cau sed by irregular surface re-

c harge such as pre ci p itation, d umping of waste water , or seepage
from a nearby ditch, which per c olated throu gh zon es of contaminated
soil and car ri ed d i ssolved salts into the grou ndwater reservoir.
Other poss ib l e sou r c es of c on tami n a ti on, such as creeks and ditches
in the area wh i ch carry effluents of sewage plants, may have contributed to these fluctuations as well 3 .
Finally a r u n was made i n which the concentration of the
source remained at 1. 0 throughout the run of forty years.

The pur-

pose of th i s run was to determine the long te r m effects of having
continu ed disposal of wastes i nto the unlined pond as was being done
prior to 1955.

Results of this r u n for gr i d (8 , 12) are shown in

F i gure 4 - 3 .
Results ind i cated that the concen tration throu ghou t the area
would have become con stan t in 1956 , under t h e condi t i ons stated
above .

This quasi - s t eady- state c ondition would have been reached

when the amou nt of con tam ina n ts carried ou t of the area by the river
became equ al to the amo unt s u ppli ed by the pon d .

The c onc e n tration

3walton, Graham, Publi c Heailth Aspects of the Contamination of
Groundwater in Sou th Platte R i ver Bas in i n Vi c i n ity of
Henderson, Colorado, Aug u st, 1959 , United States Department
of Health , Educati on a n d Welfare , N ovember 2 , 1959 , page 7 .
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distribution obtained for 1983 from this run is shown in Figure 4-4.
This distribution is very similar to the distribution for 1955 shown in
Figure 4 - 2, since the quasi-steady- state condition was reached soon
after 1955.
Comparison of field measurements with model results indicated
that contamination of the groundwater from waste disposal ponds did
not cease in 1955, but was substantially reduc ed.

A gradual de-

crease in measured concentrations indicated a possible depletion of
the contaminant source.

Irreg ularities in the measured concentration

indicated the effects of intermittent surface recharge.

Discussion of Influences of the Solution Technique on Results
In addition to difficulhes encoun tered in obtaining an accurate
solution caused by inaccurate or i nadequate data, discrepancies
between model results and fie l d meas u rements also occurred because
of certa in inherent characteristics of the solution technique.

A

numerical model is, at best, a s implified mathematical representation of a physical process. -The ass u mptions and simplifications
which are made to facilitate the use of the model may have significant effects on the form of the res u lts.

Several of the more import-

ant of these factors which were encou ntered in this study are
discussed here.
Representation by Discrete Elements.

The flow of contaminants

in a groundwater reservoir is a continuous process in space and
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time.

The increments of both dista n ce and time over which conditions

remain constant i s very small.

In a numer i cal model it is seldom

possible to choose increments small e n ough so that the use of discrete elements does not i n troduce error, part i c u larly for as large
an area as was bein g cons i dered in this study.

However, if the sizes

of time and distan ce i nc remen ts are chosen app r opriately for the
existing con ditions , error can be m inimi zed without reducing the
s i ze of the increments u nnecessar ily .

For th i s c ase , fa i rly large

grids of 0. 5 miles square were u sed, s i nce the flow pattern for most
of the study area was well-behaved.

Since flow in porous media is

generally quite slow , and changes are gradu al, large time increments of from one week to one month were used in this study.

It

was determined that the adverse e ffects of representing the field
situation by discrete elemen ts were n ot serious enou gh to significantly
reduce the validity of the model.
Length of T i me Increment.

A lth ough th e ran ge of appropr i ate

valu es for the time increment was k n own, determ i n ing the particular
value which would y i eld correct results proved d i ffi cult.

It was

determined from intermedi ate r u ns that results were very sensitive
to the length of the time increment .

A c hange of as little as two

days ( 15%) cau sed the result i ng concentrati on d i str i bution to be
completely dissimilar to res u lts of r un s made w i th d i fferent time
increments.

The reason s for this sens i tivity and the ma n ner in which

an appropriate time inc rement was selected are explained below.
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Con cent r atio n points were "moved" through each time increment by relo c ating each of them a distance equ al to the vector sum
of the velocity compon ents at the po int mult i plied b y the time increment.

The ideal choice for a time i n cremen t would be one which

would move a point a great e n ou gh distance to minimize required
computer t ime , b u t small e n ou gh to minimize error.
The u se of too large a time in c r emen t wou ld cause points to
pass through more than one gr i d per t ime inc reme n t.

The result

would be a distribut i on composed of slugs of high concentration surrounded by areas of zero concentration, rather than the smooth,
gradual spread wh i ch is known to take place in physical reality.
run was made using a t ime i nc rement of 26. 6 days.

A

The resulting

distribution showed some gradual spread a n d a pattern somewhat
similar to the measured distribution.

However, because points were

being moved throu gh the model in a few lon g steps, they made too
few stops to impart e n ough concen t ration to the model.

As a result,

concentrations remain ed low, spread of c on taminants was restricted,
and the overall distribu t i on was irregu lar.
Poin ts were relocated to their origin al positions after every
ninth step to prevent the depletion of poin ts a t the inflow boundary
and at locations of divergenc e i n the flownet.

For this reason it

was necessary to choose a time i n c rement la r ge enough so that all
points would pass throu gh at least on e grid in n i ne time steps.

The
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use of too small an inc rement of time would have had the effect of
"trapping" concentration points in grids w i th low velocities .

Con -

centration is spread by poi nts mov i ng across gr i d bou ndaries and
imparting their concentrations to other gr i ds.

If points move too

short a distance to pass out of their or i g i nal grid before they are relocated at their ini t ial positi on s , the c onc e ntr ation cannot move into
the nex t gr i d.

A run was made us ing a t ime in crement of 10 days.

The res u lting conc e n tration d i str ib u t i on was qu ite d i s s imilar to the
measured d i stribution due to the trapping of points in several grids
which prevented the spread of concen tration from bein g modeled
correctly.
Since velocities throughout the model varied by as much as two
orders of magnitude it was impossible to choose a time i n crement
which was appropriate for all locations throughou t the model.

Due

to the large n umber of points in the model and the wide variati on of
velocities moving these poi nts , pr e d ic t ing th e a c c u racy of results
obtained using any particular time i nc reme n t w as diffi c u lt.

There-

fore, a trial-and- error process was u sed to obtai n the time inc rement whic h produced a concentrat i on d i s t r i b u t i on most closely
resembling the d i str i bution obta i ned from fi e l d measurements.

This

time i ncrement, which was 13. 3 days , was u sed for all final runs.

It was assumed that as long as the fl ow pattern remai n ed u nchanged,
results from runs using this t ime increment wou ld be valid.

This
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assumption gav e some reliability to the res u lts of runs made for
predicting future contamination of the area, for which no measured
concentrat i on dis t ributio n s were available f or comparison.
Althou gh the range of velo cities in this case was two orders
of magnitude, the computed results obtained indicated that the time
in c reme n t u sed was appropr i ate for most of the points in the model.

If trapp ing of poin ts w i th low velo c ities or gr i d skipping by points
with h i gh velocit i es o ccu rred, the result ing effects were not serious
enou gh to cau se appreciable error.
Method of Characteristics.

The number and configuration of

concentrat i on points in each gr i d , as well as the shape of the grids
were found to have significant effects on the results.

Theoretically

the larger the number of points, the more accurate and definitive
the results.

However , investigation by Reddell (6)

showed that

this was n ot n ecessarily true, and that for some cases the accuracy
of results decreased as larger numbers of poin ts were used.

The

reason for this is that the accuracy of results depends, not on
a single factor, but on the time in crement , flow pattern, and concentration points all behaving in the correct manner simultaneously.
Thus various combinati ons of n u mbers of points and time increments act together to produce good res u lts while others do not.
An increase in the number of poi nts while hol ding the time increment constant may

or may not improve results,

depending on
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whether a favorable combination is formed.
four points per grid and nine points per grid.

Runs were made using
Although the nine

point run required almost twice the computer time used by the four
point run the results did not improve significantly and the concentration distribution obtained was dissimilar to the measured distribution
in some areas.

The four point configuration was used for final runs.

The initial configuration of points and the shape of the finite
difference grids had significant effects on the validity of the results.
No runs were made using either distorted grids or a configuration
of points for which the spacing in the X direction was different from
the spacing in the Y direction.

However, hand calculations indicated

that both conditions would produce distorted concentration distributions
as illustrated in Figure 4- 5.
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Effect of unequal
Figure 4-Sb. Effects of elongated
point spacing in
versus square grid
X and Y directions
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In Figure 4-5a there are three points per grid in the X direction,
but only two in the Y direction.
equal magnitude.
ment.

The velocity components are of

The point has been moved through one time incre-

Because of the unequal spacing, the point has crossed the grid

boundary in the X direction but not in the Y direction.

Thus the

concentration travels more quickly through the model in the X
direction than in the Y direction.
A simi,lar effect is caused by the distorted grid in Figure 4-Sb.
Points moving into the left end of the elongated grid impart their
concentration to the

entire grid, so that at the next time increment,

some concentration moves into the last grid.

By comparison, in the

set of four square grids it takes three time increments for a concentration to arrive at the same location, instead of just two.

Thus

the concentration moves more quickly in the direction of the elongation of the distorted grid.

In order to avo i d such distortion , a con-

fig-uration of square grids, each containing four equally spaced points
was

used in this study.
At locations of divergence in the flownet and relatively high

velocities, it was possible for the points to become so arranged that
a grid contained no points at a particular time.

This occurrence had

the effect of setting the concentration in that grid equal to zero.

At

later time steps points again moved into the grid and the concentration built up accordingly.
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S inc e i t was known that in phy si c al reality such events do not
occur, an attempt was made to prevent this from happening.

When

the concen trati on in any gr i d dropped to zero , it was reset to a value
slightly less than the grid concentrati on for the previous time step.
However , it was observed that this had the effect of creating artificial concen tration sou rces , which d i d not correctly represent the
real situa ti on .

Therefore this practice was discontinued.

It was found that averaging t he valu es of concentrati on in each
grid over several time increments , including zero values, produced
the correct concentrati on distribution.

Although the occurrence of

grid c oncentrat i ons dropping to zero was somewhat disturbing, reresults indicated that this effect did not decrease the validity of the
model, and in fact , this occurrenc e was a part of the normal operat i on of the model.
Two D imensional Representation of Con centration.

The use

of a two-d imension al model had the effect of makin g all parameters
at any locat i on uni form in the vertical d i re c tion, including velocity
c omponents , satu rated t h ickness , and concen trat i on.

The effects

of discretiz ing these parameters was discussed in a previous
section.

In the case of concentrat i on, an additional error in this

ass u mption of vertical uniformity was present in the vicinity of
the waste disposal pond .

The locat ion of the bed of the pond with

respect to the water table was unknow n.

It was almost certain,
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however , that the pond bed was some distance above the bedrock in
that location.

Thus the contaminants from the pond were introduced

into the aquifer from above as shown in Figure 4-6.

Disposal Pond

"' "--

'-...

C = 0

"--

" "- '-...

C>O
'--..

'-...

/?~?~0~~~~~777777~~~~~-' ' , ,
Figure 4-6.

Vertical movement of contaminants below waste
disposal pond

As soon as the contaminants reached the water table they
began mixing with the groundwater.

At the same time, however,

they were being moved downgradient by the velocity of the groundwater, so that the location at which the concentration became vertically uniform was some distance downgradient from the waste disposal pond.

Because of this , the representation of the concentration

as uniform in the vertical direction was incorrect in the grid corresponding to the location of the waste disposal pond and possibly
some of the adjacent grids downgradient from the pond locati,.on.
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Since the extent of this effect was not large with respect to
the size of the study area, it was assumed that error caused by this
misrepresentation was not significant.
Technique for Obtaining Velocities.

The method by which grid

velocities and point velocities were calculated was based on the
premise that flow occurred only in the positive direction of both
axes.

For this particular flow situ ation there were a number of

locations where flow existed in the negative Y direction.

Because of

the averaging technique used, which was described in Chapter 3, the
Y velocity components in these locations were calculated on the
basis of the characteristics of the adjacent downgradient grid, in- .
stead of the adjacent upgradient grid as they should have been.
Fortunately, most of these negative Y velocity components occurred
in locations where gradients were nearly constant and permeabilities
were fairly uniform, so that errors caused by the incorrect method
of calculation were small.

Further refinement of the techniques for

calculating velocities, so that the use of the upgradient grid for
averaging would always be assured , would be desirable for this case,
and would be essential in order to obtain correct solutions in more
complex flow situations .

Such a refinement was not pursued in this

study.
Mass Balance.

Values for water table elevation, saturated

thickness, and permeability were defined as input data to each grid.
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The flow situ ation was defined for this case as steady state.

This

implied that net i,nflow to every grid in the system was zero, and that
the continuity equ ation for any gr i d c ou ld be wr i tten as :
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( 4-2)

Since the right hand side of the equation was defin ed as zero
by definition of steady-state conditions , and since all parameters on
the left hand side of the equation were g iven as input data , equation
4-2 was overdeterm i ned.

It was found that for most gr i ds this

equation could not be completely satis fi ed , n or co u ld continuity be
satisfied for the model as a whole.

The error in mass balance was

determi:t1;ed to be approx imately thi rteen percent of the inflow to the
study area.
The failure of the flow s ituation to exactly satisfy continuity
indicated inaccuracy in one or more of the measured parameters.
However, it was impossible to determine by what amount each of the
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pa r ameters w as in error a n d in what locati on in the model.

Water

table elevat~ons and bedrock elevations were both subject to errors
in measurement of approximately ten per c ent.

Pe r meability data

was subject both to errors in meas u rement of the water table and
errors in the graph i cal solution techn i que.

Errors in permeability

were estimated to be approximately 2 5 percen t.

In spite of these

errors, all three parameters were physically reasonable and reliable
within certain limits of ac c uracy .

B y usi ng th ese parameters in

their origin al form , the solution obtained could be assigned some
measure of reliability.

If any of these parameters had been adjusted

for the sake of satisfying continu ity , their reliability, hence the
reliability of the soluti on, wou ld have been lost.

While it would have

been desirable for the flow situ ation to have satisfied continuity,
forcing it to do so at the expense of the accuracy of the input parameters would have been self- defeating.

CONCLUSIONS AND RE.COMMENDATIONS

From the results of this study it was concluded that, although
use of the unlined waste disposal pond was discontinued in 1955,
contamination of the groundwater by wastes from this pond has continued in significant amounts since that time.
Despite various difficulties e n countered in the operation of the
numerical model used in this study, i t was concluded that this model
could provide an effective means of simulating the behavior of
contaminants in many types of two-dimensional flow situations in
unconfined aquifers.
The following recommendations for further investigation in
this area of interest are given.
1.

A study should be undertaken to determine in more detail,
the effects of using distorted gr i ds and uneven point
configurations, possibly with the intention of discovering
a means of u sing these advantageously.

2.

The method of obtaining veloci ty components should be
refined to give a better representation of physical
reality.

3.

The sensitivity of the res u lts to the choice of time
increment and point con figurat i on should be investigated
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for the purpose of finding a means of predicting what
combination of time increments and point configurations
yield valid results.
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APPENDIX B
PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING PERMEABILITIES

APPENDIX B

PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING PERMEABILITIES

The graphic al procedure by which values for permeabilities in
each grid of the model were obtained employs Darcy's law and the
principle of conti nuity.

This procedure is presented by Todd (8).

In order for the use of this graphical procedure to be valid flow
conditions must be steady- state.
Using the water table contour map , shown in Figure 2-1, a
flownet wa ~ constructed.

Since the permeability in the study area

was nonuniform, each two consecutive streamlines and each two
consecutive equipotential lines formed "rectangles" instead of the
"squares" formed in conventional flownets for homogeneous
material.

The flownet is shown in Figu re B - 2.

A portion of the flownet is shown in F i gure B- 1 with the following parameters defined:

Q = V (area)

Figure B-1.

Representative "rectangle" from flownet showing
parameters
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Q = discharge between each two consecutive streamlines.

Since by definit i on, no flow crosses a stream-

line, Q is c onstant between each two streamlines for
the length of the stream tube.

The flownet was con-

structed so that d i scharge is everywhere constant.
b = perpendicular distan ce between two consecutive
streamlines at any location •
.6.x = perpen d i cu lar distanc e between two consecutive
equipotential lines at any location.
V = velocity at any locat i on.
Within each " rectangle" constant values were assumed for
gradient and permeabili ty.

Average values for b and .6x for each

"rectangle" were taken as the width a n d length.

The expression for

the discharge in each "rectangle" given these assumptions, is:
.6.h
Q = Tb .6. x=· constant

(B-1)

where
T = transm i ssibility
.6.h = equipotential drop across each
11

11

rectangle 11 •

For all

rectangles 11 .6.h i s a constant, equal to the contour

interval of the water table elevation map.
Solving for T , equation B-1 becomes ;

(B-2)
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Since Q and 6h are everywhere constant, equation B-2 may
be expressed as.:
T = ( constant) (

6

(B-3)

x)
b

The constant in equation B- 3 is a conversion factor relating
the ratio of the dimensions of some "rectangle" in the Uownet to a
measured value of transmissibility in the correspondi ng location of
the study area.

The relative transmis sibility is defined at any

location as the value, which when multiplied by the conversion factor,
yields the transmissibility.

This value is the ratio of the dimensions

of the " rectangle" in that location

(B-4)

Values of b and 6x are obtai ned by direct measurement from
the flownet.

A map of relative transmissibilities in the study area

obtained by the method described in this section is given in Figure
B-3.
The grid system of the model was superimposed on Figure
B-3.

The relative transmissibility of each grid was taken as the

area-weighted average of the transmissibilities within the grid
boundary.
Relative transmis sibilities were converted to permeabilities
by SUBROUTINE TRANS, using the following procedure.

A
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Graphically determined permeabilities
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measured hydraulic conductivity in the study area was first con2
verted from units of gpd/ft2 to units of ft •

This value, when divided

by the relative permeability of the corresponding grid in the model,
served as a dimensionless conversion factor for the entire grid
system.

Relative transmissibilities were then converted to relative

permeabilities by dividing the relative transmissibility in each grid
by the saturated thickness of that grid.

This conversion, expressed

.
. .)th gr1.d 1s:
f or t h e ( t,J

k

T
reJ.. .
= ___1___, .....1
reJ.. .
m ..
1, J
1, J

(B-5)

Absolute permeabilities were then obtained by multiplying the
relative permeability in each grid by the conversion factor.

For

grid (i, j) this conversion is expressed as:

k

abs

= (k

n ) (

re..t

c on v)

(B-6)

These absolute permeability values are tabulated in Appendix A in
the form of input data to the model.

APPENDIX C
DESCRIP'fION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PRCXiRAM
Description of Main Program and Subroutines
SSDISP is the main program.

Its function is to read in data,

initialize parameters, control the cycling of the time incrementing
loop, call subroutines to perform special operations, and control
the printing of results.
INICON sets up the array of moving points.

It initializes all

point locations and concentrations and creates a set of auxiliary
points for use at the inflow boundary in case of depletion of regular
points.
INIPRT arranges the initial data and supplies headings for
printout with the aid of subroutine MATROP,
MA TROP arranges all two-dimensional arrays in a form suitable for printout, then executes the printout.

MA TROP is used to

print all initial data and final results which are in the form of twodimensional arrays.
MOVPT executes all calculations pertaining to concentration
and movement of contaminants.

At each time step this subroutine

calculates velocity components for each moving point, relocates all
points, computes new grid concentrations, and reassigns these new
concentrations to each point.

65

TRANS converts relative transmis sibilities in each grid to
/

absolute permeabilities.
VELOCY calculates velocity components for each grid inter~
face.

When dispersion becomes significant, statements are also

available in this subroutine for the calculation of the longitudinal and
lateral dispersion coefficients.

66

FLOWCHART OF PROGRAM SSDISP
Start
Read and initialize input parameters
Initialize time and printout controls
Convert relative transmissibilities to
absolute permeabilities
Generate array of moving points and
initialize locations
Print out input data
Compute grid velocity components
and dispersion coefficients
Print out grid velocity components
and dispersion coefficient~
A ,_.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---4

Enter time incrementing loop
Increment printout control
Set point concentrations equal to
appropriate grid concentrations
Com ute point velocity components
Relocate points
Compute new grid concentrations

67

Print out grid
~--..concentrations

no

yes
End
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P~OGRAI.I S<;OISP ( INPUT .OUTPUT,TAPES=INPIJT • TAPE6=0UTPUT>

o••······················~o.. o •••••••••• o~-···•****************************
SSnJSP IS TH~ MAIN PROGPA~. ITS FUNr.TIONS ARE TO READ IN DATA, INITIALIZE
PARA~F.TEPS, CONTROL THE CYCLING OF THE TIM~ INC REMENTING LOOP, CALL
SU>POUTINES TO P[PFORM SP •-CtAL OPERATIONS, AND CONTROL THE PRINTING
OF RESULTS.

••••••••••••••••••••••••~o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DIMENSION ENDCON(?0, 30 1
COMMON NR.NC•NPX,NPY.ox.ov,RHO.DELT,ST,~WTOP,G,VIS,NPW,NPL,IR,IC,
1
FK(20,30l,H(?0,30l•POR(20,30l,CAVG(?0,30J,CAVGP(2G,30lt
?
SUMC ( ?0 • 30 l • COUNT I 20 • 30 I • DFLC I 20,301 • f) 11 t 20, 30.l , 022120 • 30) •
01212n,301.vxt20.30),VY(20.30),C(25n0),X(2500),Y(2500),
4
XJ~(l00l•YIR(t00l,CI8(100l,SL(l00)•N~POND,NYPOND,BREV(20,30l,
c;
XI(2500l,Yil?SOO).NNN•CST
REAOtS,12I NR,NC,NPX,NPY
12 F°OPI.IAT(4I<;)
REAOIS,ll?)OX.OY,RHO,DELT,ST,FWTOP,G,VI<:.
11? F°ORMAT(8f10.4I
DELT=40.0;3.0
RF:AO(S.611 NXPOND,NYPOND
61 FORMAT(2Ic;)
DO 7 I=l,~R
DO 7 J=l ,~1C
READtS.ll1NV•NW.FK<I,Jl,HII,J),BREV<I•Jl
11 FORI.IAT(2I~,14X.3F20.21
POP(I•Jl:::0.2?7
ENDCON I I , . r> = 0. 0
IF(Nv.ro.y.AND.NW.EO.J) GO TO 7
WRlTEl6tl}3l
113 FQPMAT(lHn.sx.• DATA CARDS OUT OF ORDER~- CALCULATIONS STOPPED*)
GO TO 746
7 CONTINUE
SNAG=O.O
SLJP=O.O
LAP=O
DF:LC"1=0.0
CAVGM=O.O
NPW=NP<>NPY
NPL=NC<>NPX
TJ!olE=O.O
NNN=O
CALL TPAN<;
CALL INICoN
CALL INIPPT
ST=ST*A64nO.O
DELT=DELT~86400.o
PCNT=l.O
IC::NC+l
JP::NQ+)
CALL VELOrY
U10PUL=ST ;OEL T
WPJTE(6tl41
CALL MATR()P INP,IC,VX)
WR IT E I 6, l c; I

CALL MATR nP (IR,NC,VY)
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WRTTE<6•l~I
CALL MATRnP (NR,NC,Olll
WR!Tf16,17l

CALL MATRnP (NR,NC,0221
WRTTE'l6,1A)

CALL MATROP (NR,NC,OJ2l
DOR ILAST=l,LOOPUL
TtME=TIME+DELT/86400.
LAP=LAP•l
LMAR=LOOPI tL-LAP
CALL MOVPT(Tl~E•OELCu,CAVGMl
lF(LMAR.LT .1 0.ANDoSNAG.LT.O.~l SNAG=I.O
IF(CAVG(8 ,l 2l.GT.o.5.AND.SLIP.EQ.o.O> s~AG=l.O
tF(S NAG.GF.l.01 GO TO 304
1F(T1Mf.GT.43JO.O.ANO.TIME.LT.4330.0l Gn TO 65
I FIPCNT.GF.FWTOP.ANO.TIME.GT.4600.0l GO TO 65
JF(SNAG.LT.0.9) GO TO 23
304 00 288 1=1,N~
00 2A8 J=l,NC
ENOCONII, J l=IENDCONII,Jl 0 1SNAG-l • Ol•CAV~II,Jll/SNAG
?AR CONTINUE
IF(SNAG.E0.10.o.0R.SNAG.E0.5.0) GO TO 2~9
GO TO 64
?A9 IF(SNAG • En.5.01 WRITF(6,291 TIME
IF(SNAG.E0.lO.OI WRITl:16,301 TIME
29 fORMATllH0,30X,54HCO ~CENTRATIONS AVERAGFD OVER FIVE TIME STEPS AT
2TIME =,f}n.2,6H DAYS,lH /l
10 fOPMATl}Hn,JOX,53HCONCE'NTPATIONS AVERAGFD OVER TEN TIME STEPS AT T
?I~E : , fl0.2,6H OAYS,}H /)
CALL MATR~P(NR,NC,ENDCONI
~4 SNAG=<;NAG+l.O
If(SNAG.LF.10.0l GO TO 65
SLIP=l,O
SNAG=O.O
00 300 I=l,NR
00 300 J=1,NC
PmcoN (I • . ,, =O .o
100 CONTTNUE
65 ~IRTTE (6,191 TIME
CALL MATPnP INR,NC,CAV(,P)
WRITE 16,?5) TIME
CALL MATRnP INR,NC,CAVGI
IF(DELCM.FO.O.Ol GO TO 22
WRTTl:<6,2~> TIME
CALL MATRnP (NR,NC,DELCl
22 PCNT=O.O
23 CONTINUE
PCNT=PCNT+l.O
8 CONTINIIE
9 FORMAT llHO,lOX,9HSTOPAGE =,El0,3,lOX,l~HTRACER STORAGE =•El0.3
13 FORMAT (lH ,lSFB.31
14 FORMAT(lH0,60X, 0 X-VELOCITIES 0 )
15 FQRMATC1Hn,60X, 0 Y-VFLOCITIE5*1
16 FORMAT(lH0,60X,o 011 o)
17 FORMAT(1Hn,60x, 0 D22 0)
lA F()RMATl1H0,60X, 0 f'12 01
19 FOPMATl1H n ,5?X,ISHCAvG 0 AT TIME =,Fl0.2.6H uAYS,lH /)
25 FQPMAT(}Hn•52X,)4HCAVG AT Tl4E =,F}0.2,~H DAYS,}H I )
?6 Fno~1T(lHn,s2x,)4HOELC AT Tl4E =,FlO.~.~H OAYS,lt-- I )
746 ChLL EXIT
E~ID
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suqPOUTINF INTCON

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
INTCON SFTS IJP THE AORAY OF '-lOVING P0INT<;.
tT INITIALIZES ALL POINT
LOrATIONS ANn CONCENTPAT[nNs ANO CREATES A SET OF AUXILIARY POINTS FOR
115c- 4T THE l~tFLOW BOUNDAOY HJ CASE OF DE.PL • TION Of REGULAR POINTS.

·························~-·-············~·-····~····~···················
CO~~ON NRoNCoNPXoNPYoOXoOYoRHOoOELT•SToFWTOP,G,VIS,NPW,NPL,IRoIC•
1

FK(20o30loH(20,30l,Pno(20,30)oCAVG(?Oo30),CAVGPf20,10l,
SU~Cl?0,301,COUNT(?0,301o0fLC(20,301•011(20,301,022120,301,
Ql2(2i,30l,VXf20o301•VY(?0,30!,C(2SnOl,X(2SOOl•Yl2SOO),
4
XTR(lOOl•YI9(JOOloCIB(l001,SL<IOO)•N~PONO,NYPONOo8PEV<20,30),
Xl(2500l,Yll2500l,NNN,CST
Ll'!EG= 1-NP~;
LE'-JD=O
PX=NP.X
PY=NPY
no 7 I=l .~•R
DO 7 J=l ,•iC
DELC<IoJl=O,O
CAVG(l,J):0,0
IF<I.fQ,NxPOND.AND.J.EO,NYPONO)CAVG(J.Ji=1.oo
7 CO'-JTJNUE
DO 17 J=l.NPL
0Sll8=J-l
XO=(O.X/PX><>(O,S•OSUBl
' L8EG=LREG+NP•~
Lf.lllD=LEND+NPW
DO 17 I=LPEGoLENO
0S11B=I-LRFG
YIIl=IDY/PYl*(0,5+0SU81
·?

X(Il=XD

NIR=Y(T)/riY•l.O
NIC=XII)/rlX•l.O
C<tl=CAVG!NIRoNTCI
17 CO'-JTHWE
XO=NC*DX•JOO,O
YO=(IIIR<>DYl/2,0
LFIFG=NPW•~,PL+l ,O
LfNO=NP~•NPL•lOO.O
00 27 I=LREG•LEND
X(!):Xn

Y<Il=YD
C<!>=O,O
27 CONTINUE
NTTL=IOO+NPW<>NPL
DO 77 I=l,NTTL
Xtlll=Xlll
Y!lll=Y(ll
77 CONTINIIE
XO=<OX/PX!"0,5
00 37 I=) .IJP,1
D<;U9=t-l
YTP(Jl=(Oy/PYl*(O.S•DSUR)
XJ9(1l=.XO
NTP=YIA(JJ/DY•l.O
ClR(Jl=CAvG(NIR,11
:n f.')NTHIUE
RETURN
DJ()
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SU9ROUTINF INTPRT

•••••••••••••••••••••¾••••••••••••••••••••••••••v•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1Nt 0 RT APRA NGE S THE INITIAL DATA ANO SUPPLTES HEADINGS FOR PRINTOUT,
T~•N EXECUTEc THE PRINTOUT ijJTH THE AID Of SUBROUTINE MATROP •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••§••••••o•••••••••••••••
COMMON NR,NC,NPX • NPY,OX,0Y,Rrl0,DELT,ST,FWTOP,G,VIS,NPW,NPL•IR,IC•
FK(20,30l,H(?0,3 0 ),POR(20,30l,CAVG(?0 • 30),CAVGPl20,30l,
?
SUMC(?0,30l,COUNT(?0,30l • DELC!20,301,0ll(20,30l,D22120 • 30l,
D12(20,)0l • VX(20,JOl,VY(20,30l • Cl25nO) • X(2500l,Y(2500l,
4
XJR(lOOl,YTA<lOOl,CIB(IOOl • SL<IOOl,NxPOND,NYPOND • BPEV(20,101,
Xl(2500l • Yl(?500l, NN N,CST
WRITE (6,)l
WRITf(~,21 NR,NC
WOJTE (6,~l QELT, ST, FWTOP
WRITE(6,4l DX,OY,G
WPITE (~ • 7)
CALL MATROP (NR, NC, FKI
WRITE (6,A)
CALL MATROP (NR, NC, PQR)
WRITE (6, 9 )
CALL MATRnP (NR, NC, Hl
WRITE<6,l7l
CALL MATRnP(NR,NC,RRfVl
WRITE (6,J5l
CALL MATRnP (NR, NC, CAVGl
WRITE (6 • 16l
CALL MATROP (NR, NC, DELCl
t FORMAT (IHl,3AX,59H**********TWO-OIMENSrONAL HORIZONTAL FLOW PROBL
t

}EM********** II)

2 FOOMAT(}H0,15HPOW DIMENSION=,I4,IOX,18Hr0LUMN OIMENSION=,141
3 FORMAT (}HO • l?HDfLTA-TJME =,FJ0.3,IX,5rlnAYS.,lOX,16HTOTAL RUN TIME
1 =,F}0.3,1X,SHDAYS.,1ox,1;HPRINT OUT CO NTROL =,FI0.31
4 FOOMAT(IH ~ ,9H OELTA-X=,•l0,3,lX,3HFT,,10x,9HDELTA-Y=,Fl0 • 3,lX,3HFT.
J,lOX,17HAC C, nF G~AVTTY=,FlO.Jl
7 FORMAT <J ~0 , 5 ?J,?7HPf OM EA RILITY MAP (SQ, FT • l •
/l
8 FORMAT (J~0,5AX,)1HP OR OSJTY MAP •
/)
9 FORMAT(lH r • 52X,J?HwATEO TAHLE ELEVATION MAP (FT.)./)
15 FORMAT (l ~0,4JX,4AHl~ITIAL CONCENTRATTO½ MAP (SLUG PER CUBIC FOOTl
1.

/)

}A FORMAT (}H0,41X,49HCHA~GE IN CONCFNTRATJON MAP (SLUG PER CUBIC FT.
1 ) •

/)

17 FOP~AT(}Hn,55X,2RHBE~ROCK ELEVATION MAP1FT.)
77 R~TURN
END

0

/)
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suqROUTlNF MATROP (NP, NC, 8)

••••••••••0••00000••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••00000000000000000000••••••••
MATROO ARRANGES ALL TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS IN A FORM SUITABLE FOR PRINTOUT
~HFN EXECUTE~ T~E PPTNT0UT • MATROP JS USEn TO PRINT ALL INITIAL OATA
ANn FINAL RESULTS W~ICH ARE IN THf FORM OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS.

························~·-············••*••·······························
DIMENSION H(20,30l, A(l21
DIM~NSTONS OF 8 ~UST MATCH DIMENSIONS OF VADIABLE CALLED FROM MAIN PROGRAM
DO 11 I=l ,NCol 2
IN=I/1?
00 9 J=l ••JR
IF(!TN+ll 0 12 • LE • NC) 1,3
00 2 JJ=l,12
JJJ=HJ 0 12•JJ
A(JJ)=B(J,JJJ)
r,o TO 6
3 LL=NC-12"TN
DO 4 JJ=l,LL
JJJ=IM<>l2+JJ
4 A(JJ)=R(J,JJJI
LL=LL+l
DO 5 JJ=U . , 12
5 A<JJ>=O • O
6 IF (A(ll • I T.0.001) GO TO 14
IF (!NI 7,7,8
7 WQTTF !6,12> !A(IJltII=lol2l,J
GO TO 9
8 \t/RITF.: (6,121 !A(IIhTI=lol2l, IN
GO TO 9
14 IF!IN> 1S,15,l~
15 WRJTf (6,17> (A(IIl,II=lol21, J
GO TO 9
16 WRITE (6,171 (Al!Iltll=l,12>, IN
9 CONTHWE
TF(NC.LE,<IN+Jl"l2l 11,10
10 WDJTf (6t 131
11 CONT PJUE
l?. FOP~~T (lH ,l?F.:1Q.3,T4)
13 FOPVAT (}HO,//)
17 FOQMAT (JH ,12fl0,3tJ4)
RETURN

nm
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SURROUTINF MOVPT(TIME,DELCM,CAVGMI

•••o••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
MOvPT EXECUTFS ALL CALCULATIONS PERTAINING TO CONCENTRATION AND MOVEMENT
Of CONfAt,.tINANTS. AT EACH Tl'-1E STEP THIS S1!8ROUTINE CALCULATES VELOCITY
COMPONENTS FOA fACH "'0VTNG POINT, RELOCATE~ ALL POINTS, CO~PIJTES NE~ GRID
CO~•CENTQATIONS, AND REASSIGNS THESE NEW CO••CENT t-< ATIONS TO EACH POINT•

•~••••••~••••o•••o•••••••• ~•••••••••••••• ~*•*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
COMMON NR.NC , NP X,NPY,DX,OY,RHO,DELT,ST,FWTOP,G,VIS,NPW,NPL,IR,IC,
fK(20,)0l,H(?0,30J,POR(20,30l,CAVG(?0,30>,CAVGP(20,3Ql,
SUMCl?0,30l,COUNT(?0,301,DFLC(20,301,0ll!20,30l,D22(20,301,
3
0 12 (2 0 ,30l,VXl20,301,VY(20,30l•C( 2500),X12500l,Y(2500l,
4
XJB (l OOl,Yl9(100l•CIB1100l,SLl100l,NxPOND,NYPOND,BREV(20,30l,
Xl(25nOl,Yl(2500),NNN,CST
CST=o.o
DELC'4=0.0
CAVG'-1=0.0
DO 7 I=l ,~ •R
DO 7 J=l , ~!C
DELCCI , Jl=O.O
S\JMC( I ,Jl =O.O
COUNTll,Jl=O.O
CAVGPCl,Jl=CAVGl!,Jl
7 CONT!NIJE
NNN=NNN• l
PX=NPX
PY=NPY
ALENX=DX " •JC
ALENY=OY 0 •1 R
ADTSX=OX/ox
AOISY=OY/ PY
DO 5 I=l , •,1PW
NIR=YIP(ll/OY•l.O
NIC=XIB(ll/DX•l.O
!f(NIC.GT.NCI GO TO 99
IF(NIR.LE.o.c1 GO TO 9 9
IFCNIR.GT.NP) GO TO 99
AL=NIP-1
ALL=NIC-1
VXX=VX(Nl~,NICl-(((XI9(1l-tALL 0 DX)l/DXl•IVX(NIR,NICl-VX(NIR,NIC+ll
I

1 ll

VYY=VY(NI P ,NICl - (((YI 8 1ll-lAL 0 0Yll/0Yl"fVYINIR,NICl-VY(NIR+l,NICll

?)

lfCVXX.GT.O.OlX!Pfll=XTBIIl•(DELT•VXXI

S CONTINUE

NAP:}
MAD=O
NTTL=NPW 0 NPL • IOO
lf(NNN.EQ.RI GO TO 7~
Gn TO 78
7f- NNN =O
DO 77 I=l ,NTTL
X(ll=Xl(!I
Y<Il=Yl(Il
NIR=Y I I l ; ryf+ 1.0
NIC=Xlll/nX+l,O
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CIIl=CAVG1NIR0NICI
77 Ct)m I NUE
7ij DO 20 I=l.NTTL
NJQ:Y(I)/nY+l.O
NIC=X(I)/rJX•l.O
IF(NIC.GT.NC> GO TO 100
I•<NIR.LE.O.O> GO TO 100
I•INIR.GT NRI GO TO 100
. AL=NIR-1
ALL=~HC-1
C!Il=CAVG<NIP,NICl
VXX=VX!Nio,NICl-((IX(Tl-(ALL•DXII/DXl•(vX(NIR,NICl-VX(NIRtNIC•llll
VYY=VY(NIRoNICl-((!Y(Il-(AL•DY)l/nYl•(Vv(NIR,NICl-VY(NlR+ltNIClll
I•(VXINIR.NTC>.Ea.o.o.AND.VXX.LT.o.o, Gn TO 40
GO TO 41
40 DISTA=X(T1-<ALL*DXl
DTST8=ABS<DELT*VXX)
IF!DISTA.r.T.DTSTR>VXX=!-OISTA+O.Oll/DELT
41 I•<VXl~IR.NIC•l>.E0.6.0.ANO.vxx.Gr.o.n, GO TO 42
GO TO 43
4? DTSTA=((A1 L•ll•OXl-X<I)
OTST8=ABS10ELT*VXXl
I•IDISTA.r.T.DI5T91VXX=IDISTA-O.Oll/DELT
43 l•<VY(NJR.NIC>.Eo.o.o.ANO.VYY.LT.0.01 Gn TO 44
Gt) TO 45
44 DTSTA=Y(I1-CALL*DY)
DTSTB=ABS!DELT*VYYl
I•IDISTA.r,T.DTSTR)VYY=!-DT5TA•O.Oll/DELT
45 IFIVY(NIP+l•NIC>.EQ.O.O.ANO.VYY.GT.0.0l GO TO 46
GO TO 52
46 DISTA=(ALL•ll~DY-Y(Il
DISTB=ABS!OELT•VYYl
IF(DISTA.r.T.OIST8lVYY=IDI5TA-O.Oll/DELT
5? Y(J):Y(ll+DELT*VYY
XIIl=X!Il+DELT•VXX
100 ff((XIIl.t.T.ALENX.ANO.Y(Il.LT.ALE•!Yl.ANl:.(Y(J).GT.O.Oll GO TO 12
~O ff(t,0AD.EO.ll GO TO 12
70 IF(X!B(NADl.GE.AOTSX) GO TO 72
NAP=NAP+l
lF(NAP.GE.NPWl MAO=l
TF!NAP.LE.NP~) GO TO 70
GO TO 12
72 XTR(NAPl=•IR!NAPl-ADISX
X!Tl=XIB<t ,AP)
Y<Il=YIBO,AP)
C < I l =C I B I .,, AP l
12 NTR=Y(Jl/nY•l.O
NI C= XI I l / r; X + I • 0
IFINJC.GT.NCl GO TO ?O
JF(NIP.GT.NP) GO TO ?O
Ir(NJR.LE.o.o, GO TO 20
SUMCINJR,~JCl=SUVC(Nl~•NIC)•CIT)
COUNT(NlR,NlCl=COUNT!NTR,NICl•l • O
20 CONTINUE
DO 30 T=J .NR
DO 30 J=l,NC
C5T=O,O
T•ICOUNT(J,Jl.E0.0.0> COUNT(!,Jl=J.O
0
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CAVGIJ.Jl:SUMC(J.Jl/COUNT<I•JI
IF<CAVGII • Jl .GT.CAVGMl CAVGM=CAVG!l,Jl
CST=CAVGP!l•Jl-CAVGIT.J)
IFIJ.GF.4.AND.CST.GT.0.11 OELCII• .Jl=CST
IFIDELCII.Jl.GT.OELC~l DELCM=DELCll•JI
IF ( I .EQ.NXPO~Jr.1.MJD.J.EQ • NYPONDI CAVGI I • ,JI =l .00
IF(TIME.GT.4320.0l CAVGINXPOND.NYPONO)=n.5
30 CO"-ITI NlJE
GO TO 470

99 WPtlf(f',.9A)

98 FORMATllH0••
CST=80.0
470 RF.TURN
ENO

ERPOR IN BOUNDARY POINTS- CALCULATIONS STOPPED•>

SU8ROUTIN• TRA"-15

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TRtNS CONVERTS RELATIVE TPA"-ISMISSIBILITIES IN EACH GRID TO ABSOLUTE
P[PMEABILITifS •

••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
COMMON NR.NC,NPX,NPY.O~,DY,RHO.DEI _T,ST • r:-WTOP,G,VIS,NPW,NPL,IR•IC•
FKl20,30l • H(20,30l • POP120,30l.CAVGl?0•30l•CAVGPl20•30lt
?
SUMCl?0•30l,COUNTl20•301•DELCl20•301 • 0ll(20•30l•D22(20,JOl•
Ol2(20,30l,VX(20.30>•VYl20.30>•C<2SnOl•Xl2500l•Y(?SOOl,
4
XI8(100l•YI811001 • CT91lOOl,Slll00l • NxPOND,NYPOND•BREV(20,301•
Xl12SOOl • Yl(2500l•"-IN"-1,CST
NXG=7
NYG=9
CONV=BSOO.•VIS/(PHO•G•7.48•24.•36no.,
DO 7 I=l ••!R
DO 7 J=l •~•C
FK<l•Jl=FK(J,Jl/(H(l • Jl-8PEV(l,JI)
FK(l,Jl=•~(l,Jl*VIS/!RHO•Gl
7 CO"-ITINUE
GOOAM=FK(NXG,NYG)
DO 8 t=l , ~JR
l

Do A J=l ,~:c

, FK(l,Jl=Fw(J,Jl*CONV/GODAM
8 CONTINUE
RO URN
[N[)
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suqROUTINF. VELOCY

••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
VEtOCY CALCULATES IIELOCTTV COMPONENT~ FOR •ACH GRID INTERFACE •
WHEN
0l5PEQSJON RFCO~E~ SIGNIFICANT, STATF.MENTS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE ! ~ THIS
5UqROUTl~lE F"nR THE CALCtJLAT ION OF° THI'" LONGTTUDINAL A"4D LATERAL
DISPERSION COEF•ICIENTS.

·······························~·········································
CO~MON NR,NC,NPX,NPY,DX•OYoR~O,DELT,ST,,wTOP,G,IIJS,NPW,NPL,IR,IC,
l

FK(20 • 30l,H(?0,30l • POR(20,30l,CAVG(?0,30),CAVGP(20,30l,
SUMC(?0 • JOl,COUNT(20 • lOl,OELC<20o30l • OllC20,30l,022(20,30l,
Ol2<2n,30loVX(20,]0l,VYt20,30),C{25~0),X(2SOOl•Y<2500l,
4
XJA(lOOl,YIR(lOOl,CIR(lOOl,Sl(lOOl • NtPOND,NYPONO,BRE\1<20,]0),
Xl(25nOl • YIC?500loNNN • CST
VISCOSITY, DENSITY, AND OEYNOLDS NUMBER F~R EACH GRID ASSUMED CONSTANT
PRESSUPES ARE EOUJIIALENT TO HEADS, AND Do NOT APPEAR IN EQUATIONS
?

1/XMAX=O • O

DO 10 I=l,NQ
DO 9 J=2,~.:c
IF"(FK(J,J1.EQ.O.O.OR.F°K(J,J-ll.EQ.O.Ol r.O TO 8
DOG=((-2.nl••KCl,Jl••KCl,J-lll/(OX*lllS*!FK(l,J-ll•POR(l,J)+fKll,Jl
1 •POR ( I, J-1 l l l
1/X(l,Jl=OoG•RHO•G•(HIJ,Jl-HCl,J-lll
IFIVX(J,JI.GT.VX~AXI VXMAX=IIXII,JI
GO TO 9
1/X(loJl=O,O
9 COfllTJNUE
II X ( I• l l =II X (I , ? I
1/Xll,IC>=VXll,NC>
10 CO"JTTNIJE
00 20 J=l,NC
DO 19 I=? • NR
lFIF"K(J,J).EQ.O.O.OR.F°Kll-loJl.EQ.0.01 r.o TO 18
OOG=<<-2.~l••Kll,Jl*•Ktl-l,Jll/(DY 0 11IS•1FKCI-i,Jl•PORll,Jl+FKCl,Jl
l*PORIJ-1, .JI l l
1/YIJ,Jl=On G•RHO•G•(H!J,JI-H(J-l,J)I
GO TO 19
11:l 1/YIJ,Jl=O.O
19 CONTINUE
1/Y(l,Jl=IIY(?,JI
VY(JRoJ)=VY(NRoJI
?O CONTINUE
DJFF°=O.O
TORT=0.5
DTA=0.00316
DO 30 I=l ,NR
DO 30 J=l,NC
IIXX=VX(loJl-0.5•tVX(T,J)-VX(l,J•lil
VYY=VYtl, J l-D.5*(1/Y(JoJI-VYCl•l,Jll
IIF:LX=VXX 0 VXX
VF°LY=IIYY 0 vvv
JF(VfLX.Eo.o.o.AND.IIELY,E0.0.0) GO TO 21
VEL=SOPT(V~LX+VfLYI
RE=IVEL"DJA<>PHO/VISl
nL=O.~A•( v lS/P~O)*OE••1.2
OT=O.OJ6•1VIS/PHOl*RF 0 •0.7
011 (I,Jl=(Dl*VXX 0 VXXl/(VEL 0 VELl•CUT*VYY•VYYl/;VEL•VELl•OIF°F•TORT
D??IJ,J)=(DT*IIXX•IIXXI/IVEL~VELl+(nL•ViY•VYY)/CVEL•VEL>•Oi•F•TORT
Dl?ll•Jl=((DL-DT)*VXX~VYY)/(VEL•VEll
GO TO 30
?.l ()JJll•Jl=o.o
O??(J,Jl=l'.O
DPll • Jl=o.o
10 CONTINIJE
41',0 R•TUR"J
EN')
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